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Med School looks to decrease student debt
By SHANE BIAS

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
School of Medicine is looking to
decrease student debt and get
off probation this year.
The Liaison Committee on
Medical Education placed
Marshall’s School of Medicine on probation for various
violations, including increasing student debt late in 2011.
According to a report by the
Higher Education Policy Commission, the average medical
student debt at the School of
Medicine is $162,010.
“Probation wasn’t what we

wanted, but we will come out
better because we are revisiting areas that were problematic
and fixing them,” Linda Holmes,
director of development and
alumni affairs for the School of
Medicine, said.
“We are currently planning to
implement a campaign to raise
$20 million for scholarships,”
Holmes said.
Dr. Bob Walker, vice chancellor for health sciences for the
Higher Education Policy Commission, said high debt might
cause medical students to
forego practice primary care.
“Instead, these students

AFLV to have conference
By COURTNEY DOTSON

THE PARTHENON
Every year undergraduate Greeks are sent to an
annual Fraternal Leadership and Values conference.
This weekend, 15 undergraduates from Marshall
University’s Greek community will attend the
conference, which is held in
Indianapolis, Ind.
In fall 2008, the MidAmerican Greek Council
Association
and
the
Western Region Greek Association consolidated into
the Association of Fraternal
Leadership and Values. The
consolidation will allow expansion opportunities to
further serve the Fraternal
Movement and the office
staff, services, resources and
publications. The Association of Fraternal Leadership
and Values began operating
July 1, 2009.
AFLV is a way for sorority
and fraternity councils, chapters and members to grow
and develop by promoting
educational, leadership and
value-based experiences.

AFLV is a four-day conference consisting of many
small group programs that
focus on specific aspects of
the Greek Community. AFLV
offers position based training, large group speakers
and focuses mostly on the
Greek community’s overall
leadership.
“The goal of this conference is to educate council
leaders to use Value Based
Leadership in their communities,” Megan Kelly, of
Student Activity and Greek
Affairs, said.
“AFLV is a great experience
that I would recommend any
Greek member to attend,”
Jackie Hackett, Panhellenic
president, said.
AFLV’s mission is for
all sorority and fraternity
members to lead by example
and live by ethical values.

See AFLV | Page 5

may pursue careers in higher
paying medical specialties
such as dermatology and
radiology and not primary careers such as family medicine,
general internal medicine or
general pediatrics, which typically pay significantly less,”
Walker said.
According to the Association
of American Medical Colleges,
the national median debt for
medical students upon graduation is more than $160,000.
“Marshall is working hard to
raise awareness and funding
for medical students,” Holmes
said. “Since the probation, we

have hired a director of financial aid who will work with
students on things like loans,
debt, repayments and how to
manage debt.”
Holmes said many students
who come to the School of
Medicine do not have family financial support and are paying
out of state tuition.
Walker said HEPC is looking
for more programs to help students with debt.
“The Commission is hopeful that its health sciences
scholarship program can be
improved to provide medical
students with a larger award

scholarships,” Holmes said.
The West Virginia Higher
Education Policy Commission
is responsible for developing,
establishing and overseeing the implementation of a
public policy agenda for the
state’s four-year colleges and
universities. It is charged with
the oversight of higher education institutions to ensure
they are accomplishing their
missions and implementing
the provisions set by state
statute.
Shane Bias can be contacted at bias117@marshall.
edu.
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David Welch speaks at the “Save Our Scouts” prayer rally outside the Boy Scouts of America national headquarters in Irving, Texas, Wednesday.

MU Rec Center celebrates 4-year anniversary
By KELCIE COBURN

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University Recreation Center celebrated its 4th anniversary Tuesday.
The anniversary was celebrated by encouraging members to bring a friend and
participate in group and instructional programs. All fitness and instructional classes
were offered at regular time and were free
to all who participated.
Participants received a water bottle, and
existing members received a free month
of membership if they brought a guest
and their guest purchased a 12-month
membership.
Michele Muth, assistant marketing director at the Marshall Recreation Center,
said she always expects the event to get
people motivated to try new things.
“We know that people who work out
with a friend are a lot more likely to work
out on a regular basis,” Muth said. “We are
trying to create a community here at the
Rec, and what better way to establish that
community than bringing your friends
with you to get fit and try something new.”
Muth has been employed with the Rec
Center for two and a half years and said the
anniversary of the Rec Center is always celebrated with the “Share the Health” event.
“Our ‘Share the Health’ event has

amount than the $20,000 medical students currently receive,”
Walker said. “By providing
students with this cash award
in their fourth year of medical school, medical students
can help make a dent in their
loan balances earlier in their
training.”
Holmes said the Marshall
School of Medicine has received
about $2 million in scholarships this year — a significant
increase from the amount in
years past.
“The recession has dried up
the scholarships, but we are always actively searching for more

VOX’s communication event
begins today at MSC
By SARAH DYKE

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARSHALL.EDU

Marshall University Recreation Center.
consistently brought us some new members every year,” Muth said.
The Rec Center is always taking opportunities to get members motivated.
Kim Recinella, junior nursing major, said
she is always open to taking new classes at
the Rec Center.
“The anniversary event is really cool
because you can try any class for free,” Recinella said. “I love to try new fitness classes
because it lets me see what I like and what
I don’t like, and being able to try any class
I wanted was really nice. I was encouraged
to try new things and I liked that.”
Recinella said repetitive workouts are
impossible to get her motivated and she
will always choose a more exciting, upbeat program.

“I’m all for making my workouts fun
and enjoyable, and I’ll always take advantage of the chance to try something new,”
Recinella said.
Muth said celebrating the Rec Center
presents opportunities for improvement
and for new people to get excited about
their own fitness by trying something new.
“Every year is a milestone. We are consistently improving ourselves and we look
at our anniversary as a time to reflect on
things that have worked well and not so
well,” Muth said. “The last four years have
been a great experience and we are looking forward to many more great years as
a premier recreation and fitness facility.”
Kelcie Coburn can be contacted at
coburn15@marshall.edu.
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THE PARTHENON
VOX: Students for Choice at
Marshall University will host
its first event of the semester to
encourage open communication
between students.
VOX will set up in the Memorial Student Center Thursday
and Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
VOX will ask thought provoking questions and give gifts to
whoever participates.
VOX will have a large sheet of
paper for students to write down
answers to the questions and
will have informational material
about the importance of honest
communication.
The group wants to reach as
many people as possible and educate them on the best methods of
communicating in relationships.
VOX organizes events to educate
people on campus about sexual
health and raises public awareness about reproductive rights.

LOW 36°
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Jordan Bean, VOX president,
said she believes honest communication is the only way to
have a healthy relationship of
any kind, whether it be romantic or platonic.
“We want to educate students about the importance of
being truthful — about how
they feel in all scenarios,” Bean
said.
Bean said she believes student attendance is necessary
because nothing is more important than communication.
“It is critical to maintaining
relationships of all kinds, and
being a strong communicator can do nothing but benefit
you,” Bean said.
Josh Meredith, VOX secretary
and treasurer, said knowing
how to communicate is necessary for standing up for rights
or having a voice.

See VOX | Page 5
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Postal Service moves to end Saturday mail delivery
By MICHAEL A. MEMOLI
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON
BUREAU(MCT)
The U.S. Postal Service
announced plans to end Saturday mail delivery starting
in August while maintaining
six-day delivery of packages,
a move that faces an unclear
future in Congress.
Post officials said the action was critical to keeping
the agency solvent. It would
be the biggest change in mail
delivery since the post office
ended twice-daily service in
the 1950s.
Although the Postal Service
no longer receives taxpayer
funds, it remains subject to
oversight by Congress, which,
since 1983, repeatedly has
passed measures requiring
six-day delivery. Postmaster
General Patrick R. Donahoe's
announcement appeared to
be an effort to force action in
Congress after comprehensive postal reform legislation
stalled last year.
As email has reduced the
need for standard mail delivery, and businesses have
shifted to online bill delivery and e-payment systems,

postal officials say they have
been left with more workers
and post offices than the volume of mail can support.
"Our financial condition is
urgent," Donahoe said at a
news conference, adding that
ending letter deliveries on
Saturdays would save $2 billion. "We need to operate with
greater flexibility, so we can
adapt quickly to the changing
marketplace."
Americans "value the mail
they receive, (but) they like to
pay their bills online," Donahoe said.
Package delivery was not
curbed because the continued
growth of e-commerce has increased the agency's shipping
business, up 14 percent since
2010. That makes Saturday
package delivery a potential
moneymaker.
The postal service needs to
find $20 billion in cost reductions and revenue increases
to continue to operate, Donahoe said. Already, it has cut
its workforce one of the largest in the country by 193,000
through attrition. It also has
reduced costs by $15 billion by
consolidating mail processing

facilities, eliminating some
21,000 delivery routes and reducing hours at 9,000 postal
facilities across the country.
"Even with these significant
cost reductions, we still have a
large budget gap to fill," Donahoe said.
The proposal announced
Wednesday, which would take
effect Aug. 5, aims to reduce
the postal workforce by at
least another 20,000 employees through reassignment
and attrition. It would also
significantly reduce overtime
payments.
The announcement came
with little advance notice to
lawmakers, who were preparing to renew an effort to pass
postal legislation this year.
While many members of
Congress insist they would
have to approve the cutback,
Donahoe told reporters that
the agency believes it can
move forward unilaterally. The
current mandate for six-day
delivery is part of a government funding measure that
expires in late March.
Between now and then,

See DELIVERY | Page 5

Charts show trend in the volume of first-class mail, annual revenue and number of employees for the U.S. Postal
Service, 2001-2011.

MU debate team
hosts tournament
The Thundering Word,
Marshall
University’s
speech and debate team,
will host the 42 Annual John
Marshall Tournament this
weekend.
The high school tournament will take place on
campus and will be judged
by Marshall upperclassmen
and faculty. Competitors are
judged for their public speaking ability and presentation
skills.
“Marshall wants us to
host this because it’s a really good recruiting tool,”
Danny Ray, team founder,
said. “These students are the

upper echelon of the academic world. These are the
kids who make really good
grades, score well on required tests and are involved
in extra curricular activities.”
Ray said Marshall has
been invited to join the
tournament
champions
and that the John Marshall
tournament will become
one of the competitions
that high schools must pass
through in order to attend
and compete in the national
tournament.
Seven schools from West
Virginia and one school from
Ohio will attend.

Obama agrees to release legal
memos on Awlaki drone strike
By KEN DILANIAN

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
(MCT)
President Barack Obama,
who has championed lethal
drone strikes as a major part of
U.S. counterterrorism efforts,
bowed to pressure Wednesday
and agreed to allow the Senate
and House intelligence committees to review classified
legal memos used to justify a
drone strike against a U.S. citizen in Yemen in 2011.
Senators had demanded
for months to see the Justice
Department opinions that provided the White House legal
authority to order the targeted
killing of Anwar al-Awlaki, a
New Mexico native who became a Qaida leader.
Complaints
by
several
Democrats over not receiving the documents had cast a
shadow on the Senate confirmation hearing Thursday of
John Brennan, the White House
counterterrorism
adviser
tapped to be CIA director.
An administration official,
who spoke on condition of anonymity to discuss classified
material, described the decision to release the classified
Office of Legal Counsel material as "part of the president's

ongoing commitment to consult with Congress on national
security matters."
"I think this is an encouraging
first step," said Sen. Ron Wyden,
an Oregon Democrat who sits
on the Intelligence Committee and was among those who
had publicly complained about
being denied access to the material. He said Americans must
"understand the rules under
which a president may make
these consequential decisions."
Wyden said Obama had
"assured me that all of the documents concerning the legal
opinions on the targeted killing
of Americans will immediately
be made available" to the intelligence committees.
Brennan is likely to face questions about the drone strikes
that he oversaw in the last four
years.
In written answers to 40
pre-hearing questions from the
Senate Intelligence Committee,
Brennan said civilian casualties from CIA drone strikes had
been "exceedingly rare," repeating language he used last April
after published reports alleged
numerous civilian casualties in
Pakistan and Yemen.

See DRONE | Page 5
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Protesters gather outside the Boy Scouts of America national headquarters in Irving, Texas, Wednesday, February 6 to voice their opposition
against allowing gays as members.

Boy Scouts board delays
vote on lifting ban on gays
By MOLLY HENNESSEY-FISKE

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Just a week after Boy Scout
officials signaled that they
might lift a ban on gays, the
national board on Wednesday
postponed a vote, extending
a debate that has roiled the
organization.
The decision to take up the
matter again at the group's
national meeting in May suggested that the board was
buffeted by the furor that
erupted after it announced it
might allow local units to decide whether to admit gays as
Scouts and leaders.
President Barack Obama,
several senators, New York
Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg
and others spoke out in favor
of ending the ban, and petitions purportedly bearing
1.4 million signatures were
presented at Scouting headquarters in Texas.
But the ban retained strong
backing among important
constituencies in the Scouts,
including the Southern Baptist
Convention and the Family Research Council, which took to

the airwaves and bought an ad
defending it.
"Due to the complexity of
this issue, the organization
needs time for a more deliberate review of its membership
policy," Deron Smith, a Boy
Scouts of America spokesman,
said in a statement Wednesday, adding that the board
"directed its committees to further engage representatives of
Scouting's membership and
listen to their perspectives
and concerns."
Some experts said the
Boy Scouts' decision to continue deliberating signaled
a shift at a time when the
organization is struggling
to maintain its membership.
It was down about 19 percent during the last decade
to about 2.7 million as of
2011, the most recent year
available.
"They have different constituencies and they're being
torn between them," said
Marc Poirier, a professor at
Seton Hall University School
of Law who has studied the
Boy Scouts. "I'm sure there

page designed and edited by TYLER KES | kes@marshall.edu

are some powerful individuals
who feel the Scouts' brand is
tarnished if they back off the
policy. And clearly there are
people who feel that way on
the other side."
The U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in 2000 that the Scouts,
as a private organization,
could exclude gays. After a
two-year internal review, the
Boy Scouts board reaffirmed
the ban in July.
Supporters of the ban were
troubled to see Boy Scout leaders even considering a change.
"We have some serious misunderstandings in our upper
echelons that they're even
willing to consider this," said
Chuck Helms, 55, a Dallas lawyer and assistant Scoutmaster
who attended a rally outside
Boy Scout headquarters near
Dallas on Wednesday that was
attended by more than 100
people.
He said he thought the board
had been swayed by pressure
from United Way chapters and
other groups that have withheld funding because of the
ban. One sign at the rally said:

"It's about the boys, not the
donations hold the line."
"We have a board that seems
to be more concerned with
United Way donations than
the messages we're sending to
our young people about character formation," Helms said.
Wednesday's
announcement came during Boy
Scouts' bridging season, when
boys rise to the next level of
Scouting.
Some parents who support
the ban said they were considering withdrawing their boys
and enrolling them in religious youth programs such as
the Southern Baptist Convention's Royal Ambassadors, or
perhaps forming new Scouting
offshoots like the American
Heritage Girls, created in 1995
as a Christian alternative to
the Girl Scouts.
Marie LeGrand, 55, of Allen,
Texas, promised to remove
her 10-year-old son, Rory,
from Scouting if the ban was
lifted. His troop, like 70 percent nationwide, is sponsored

See BOY SCOUTS | Page 5
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MEN’S BASKETBALL STANDINGS

EAST DIVISION

C-USA

MEMPHIS
SOUTHERN MISS
UCF
EAST CAROLINA
MARSHALL
UAB

W
8
7
6
4
3
2

Overall
L
0
1
2
4
5
6

W
19
18
16
13
10
10

			
L
3
5
6
8
13
13
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WEST DIVISION

C-USA

UTEP
TULSA
TULANE
HOUSTON
SMU
RICE

W
6
4
3
3
2
1

Overall
L
2
5
5
5
6
7

W
13
12
15
14
12
5

			

3

L
8
11
8
7
11
17
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Starting pitcher undergoes Tommy John
surgery, will red shirt 2013 season
By CAITIE SMITH

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Marshall baseball will be without a key link in
its starting rotation when it officially begins its
season next weekend.
Lance Elder worked his way to becoming the
starter for Sunday games in 2012 and was expected to hold his place as a weekend starter this
year.
Instead, Elder will spend his sophomore year
as a redshirt while working on rehabilitating his
pitching arm.
“The injury I have is a partial tear in my UCL,”
Elder said. “I went through Tommy John surgery.
It’s a reconstruction surgery on my elbow.”
The surgery was first performed in the ‘70s
on major league pitcher Tommy John, which is
where the name came from.
Tommy John surgery is commonplace for baseball pitchers in both college and in the major
leagues.
Joey Church, a former Marshall pitcher, underwent the surgery during his time with the Herd.
He is now pitching for the San Diego Padres
organization.
Elder said he learned a lot from Church’s
experience.
“I looked up to him last year when I was a
freshman,” Elder said. “I talked to him the other
day and I gained a lot of knowledge from him
about the situation.”
Recovery from Tommy John surgery is a
lengthy process.
Elder said the usual time frame for an arm to
completely heal is 8-12 months.
“I will start to lightly toss and work my
arm about three months after surgery,

depending on if there are any complications,” Elder said.
Although Elder will be sidelined this year, he
said he is optimistic.
“I view it as a minor setback. I know once I
start rehab and getting back to what I know how
to do, then I’ll be even better than I was before
the surgery,” Elder said. “I’m just going to use this
extra time I have to better my grades and go to
rehab everyday. That’s how I can help the team
right now.”
Head Coach Jeff Waggoner said he is relying on
Lance to teach during his redshirt.
“Anytime you lose a guy like Lance, it’s going to
hurt the program,” Waggoner said. “It just means
somebody else has to step up. Lance can help out
in his ways of teaching and helping the younger
guys who go through some of the struggles he
faced last year. He’s a great team guy.”
Elder said he understands his role this year.
“I’m helping freshmen and giving advice to
those who ask,” Elder said. “I know what they’re
going through. If they need anything, they know
I’m there for them.”
Elder said his teammates have been supportive during his injury.
“My teammates are a main reason why I am
able to do what I’ve done. Even though I am not
on the team right now, they still make me feel a
part of it,” Elder said. “Baseball is a huge part of
my life. Whenever they need me for any reason
— if its doing video or running the radar gun
during games — I’ll be there.”
Elder said he is staying positive and making
the most of the situation.
Caitie Smith can be contacted at
smith1650@marshall.edu.

CAITIE SMITH | THE PARTHENON

Marshall pitcher Lance Elder throws a pitch against Charleston Southern University last season. Elder
finished the season 2-5 with a 5.52 ERA.

Marshall football announces 2013 recruiting class
By WILL VANCE

SPORTS EDITOR
The Marshall football program announced its 2013 recruiting
class Wednesday, welcoming 29 new players to the team. They include 12 players that are already enrolled in school, meaning they
will be available for spring training.
In Head Coach Doc Holliday’s third recruiting class, he and his
staff focused on several positions, including wide receiver, offensive line and, particularly, the defensive front seven.
“With the way offenses are going in today’s world, you have to
be able to create pass rush with your four down lineman without
having to blitz,” Holliday said. “We went hard at getting that done.”
The Herd was able to land recruits that received offers from
much larger programs, such as Kansas State, Clemson, Maryland,
Alabama and West Virginia.
Coaching turnover, like the Herd had this offseason, can often
derail a recruiting class.
“To be honest, I was nervous at one point,” Holliday, who
came to Marshall as a highly regarded recruiter, said. “That’s
why I think it’s so important for the head coach to be involved
with every kid so if that kind of thing happens you are in a position to go in and get it done.”
Coach Holliday continues to make use of his connections in Florida, bringing 13 players from the Sunshine State to the Mountain
State.
Holliday said the addition of former FIU assistant coach Alex Mirabal and two conference games against FIU and FAU in Florida
next season helped recruiting in that area.
Super Bowl XLVII also helped the Thundering Herd. Coach Holliday said he reminded all of his recruits that four former Marshall
players were on the field in the Super Dome last Sunday.
“You want kids with dreams. I always tell them that my job as a
head coach is that, four years down the road, you walk out of Marshall University with a diploma in one hand and an NFL contract
in the other,” Holliday said. “A lot of people say, ‘Doc you shouldn’t
talk like that,’ but I have extremely high expectations and standards, and I want kids who have that dream.”
Rivals.com ranks Marshalls recruiting class as the top non-BCS
class and first among members of the new-look Conference USA.
“I think it means we’re on the right kids, we’re getting the right
kids,” Holliday said. “But what counts is what happens when they
get here and step on that field.”
Will Vance can be contacted at vance162@marshall.edu.

Recruit Bios
Arnold Blackmon
DL, 6-2, 245
Bellaire, Texas

Chose Herd over hometown Houston, Kansas State and New
Mexico ... Had 44 tackles, 19 tackles for loss, 8 sacks, 3 pass
breakups and a fumble recovery in 10 games for Navarro (102) ... Originally a Class of 2011 prospect who received recruiting
interest from Houston as a senior at Bellaire High.

Josh Brown
DL, 6-5, 300
Aiken, S.C.

Already enrolled at Marshall...Originally signed with Clemson...
Also had offers from Georgia Tech, Kentucky, Miami (Ohio), NC
State, Presbyterian and South Carolina ... Had 90 tackles, 22 tackles
for loss and eight sacks in 10 games during his senior year, which
was his first full season of playing the position.

Jeremiah Benjamin

Stefan Houston

Chose Marshall over FIU, Wake Forest and West Virginia...Also
had scholarship offers from Cincinnati, Duke, FAU, Illinois, Indiana,
Kansas State, Kentucky, Memphis, Minnesota, Navy, NC State, Ohio,
Pittsburgh, Purdue, Rutgers, SMU, Tennessee State, Texas A&M and
Tulane. Plans to major in health sciences, with a goal to become an

Already enrolled at Marshall...Signed with Maryland last
February, turning down offers from West Virginia, East Carolina
and Rutgers, after starring at Clarksburg (Md.) High ... Attended
prep school at Fork Union...Had more than 100 tackles and
two interceptions as high school senior ... Also played WR and
some "Wildcat" at QB ... Named All-State for Classes 4A and 3A...
Played in Crab Bowl (Maryland all-star game).

LB, 6-2, 215
Hollywood, Fla.

Kevin Anderson
QB, 6-2, 204
Boca Raton, Fla.

Already enrolled at Marshall...Chose the Herd over FCS members
Illinois State and Jacksonville (Ala.) State ... Completed 40-of-81
passes for 509 yards and five touchdowns with two interceptions
in 2012 before suffering a season-ending injury (broken collarbone) on Sept. 28. Former Marshall star QB Eric Kresser (1996
Division I-AA title and 15-0 record) has been Anderson's private
quarterback coach since the player was an eighth grader.

Brandon Byrd
RB, 6-0, 198
Gibsonton, Fla.

Finished his senior season with 470 yards and nine
touchdowns on 85 carries and 191 yards and two scores on
11 catches for East Bay... He also returned six kickoffs for
114 yards and five punts for 163 yards, including a 69-yard
touchdown. He also averaged nearly 31 yards per punt return.

Cody Collins
OL, 6-2, 280
Trotwood, Ohio

Chose Marshall over Bowling Green, Ohio, Toledo and Western
Kentucky ... With the help of Collins' blocking, the Rams gained
5,200 total yards (1,678 passing and 3,522 rushing) in 2012,
and finished with a championship-game loss in the Division II
state playoffs and a 12-3 record.

Tyler Combs
OL 6-5, 275
Louisa, Ky.

Already enrolled at Marshall...Originally signed with the Herd
in 2012 ... Nickname is "Big Country" ... Named All-State first team
by Louisville Courier-Journal as junior and senior. Blocked for an
offense that averaged more than 400 yards per game and had 100
pancake blocks. From same high school that produced MU Hall of
Famer and former assistant coach Phil Ratliff.

Neville Hewitt
LB, 6-2, 220
Conyers, Ga.

Also had offers from Colorado State, South Alabama and
Appalachian State ... Had 65 tackles, five tackles for loss and
five pass breakups for Georgia Military this past season, when
he played a hybrid safety/linebacker spot .

Chris Huhn

OL, 6-6, 290
Pickerington, Ohio
Also had offers from Western Kentucky, Louisville, Akron, Ohio,
Bowling Green, Buffalo, Eastern Michigan, Miami (Ohio) and Toledo ...
His team (12-2) lost to Cincinnati Moeller (and QB Spencer Iacovone, a
Herd baseball signee) in the Ohio Division I playoff semifinals.
page designed and edited by WILL VANCE | vance162@marshall.edu

LB, 6-3, 200
Clarksburg, Md.

Justin Hunt
WR, 6-2, 180
Memphis, Tenn.

Chose Marshall over offers from hometown Tigers, Arkansas State and Western Kentucky ... Helped Whitehaven win the
Class 6A state championship (the first state title in school history) ... Finished senior season with 21 catches for 405 yards
and four touchdowns for the Tigers (15-0).

Sandley Jean-Felix
OL, 6-5, 292
Lauderdale Lakes, Fla.

Also had offers from Florida International, Middle Tennessee
State, Texas Tech, West Virginia and Bethune-Cookman ... JeanFelix led his team to a 10-3 record and the third round of the
Class 7A state playoffs, losing to eventual state champion St.
Thomas Aquinas...With his blocking, Jean-Felix helped the
Cobras run for 705 yards and pass for 2,616 yards in 2012.

Angelo Jean-Louis
WR, 6-0, 185
Wellington, Fla.

Already enrolled at Marshall...Signed with Miami (Fla.) last
February, but attended Fork Union Military Academy for the
fall semester ... Turned down scholarship offers from Alabama,
Clemson, Florida, Florida State, Ohio State, Oklahoma, Rutgers,
Tennessee, USC, Vanderbilt and West Virginia.

Michael Johnson
DB, 5-10, 165
Miami, Fla.

Also offered by West Virginia, Texas Tech, Houston, FIU,
Kansas State, Ole Miss and Utah. 2012 Associated Press Florida
Class 4A All-State second team pick at DB. Booker T. (13-1) won
the 4A state title this past season over the Bolles School, 35-7,
after losing to the Jacksonville team in 2011. Booker's only loss
was to 6A champ Miami Central (which produced Herd passcatch stars Rakeem Cato and Tommy Shuler).

Shawney Kersey
WR, 6-1, 197
Woodbury, N.J.

Already enrolled at Marshall. Transferred to Marshall and
enrolled as graduate student last month; will be a football
senior for Herd in 2013. Played only two games for Penn State
last season, catching six passes for 44 yards, before leaving the
Nittany Lion program. As 2011 junior, had five catches for 108
yards, and made three starts and playing 185 snaps. Had offers
out of high school from Michigan State, Virginia, Iowa, West
Virginia, Wisconsin, Cincinnati, East Carolina and Rutgers.

Player bios complements of Herdzone.com See RECRUITS | Page 5
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Column

THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Column

When talking about the U.S.
Postal Service, it has often been
said, “neither snow, nor rain,
nor heat nor gloom of night
stays these couriers from the
swift completion of their appointed rounds.”
Apparently, that does not apply to the weekends anymore.
In an effort to cut down on
costs, the Postal Service announced yesterday that it is in
the process of stopping mail delivery on Saturdays.
It is likely that people will
react to this news with anger,

born out of fits of nostalgia that
the citizens of this nations are
so often prone to.
Considering the amount of
complaining that has gone
on regarding the budget, a
government agency that is trying to cut costs on its own is
refreshing.
Everyone knows the image
of the hard-working mailman,
who is an almost daily fixture
in the average citizens life.
It must be very unfortunate
to have to work six days a week,
and now they do not have to.

From a business standpoint,
the move makes sense for several reasons.
Most businesses these days
either are not open on Saturdays, or receive far more mail
electronically.
It does make one wonder if
the Postal Service will make
similar cuts in the future, and
how much they will cut back
on.
Still, the Postal Service does
deserve a lot of credit for
finding a solution that works
for everyone — except for

Congress, who made it mandatory that the Post Office deliver
the mail six days a week back in
1981.
Last year, the Post Office
lost $15.9 billion, so obviously the agency is not
making money the way that
it used to (not that it was
ever a big money maker, but
still).
If more agencies looked at
where they could cut money
the way the Post Office did,
then maybe we would not be in
trillions of dollars of debt.

Revolutionary power
has no self-regard
By HENRY CULVYHOUSE

COLUMNIST
Last week, I wrote on western political power’s relation to
the state. I argued government
relies on people’s consent to
be governed, then I hypothesized all governments, whether
western democracies or authoritarian regimes, swindle people into
believing they need their government. In the former case, the state
uses external threats and in the latter case, it relies on internal threats.
The common denominator
between these governing styles
is they exercise power to preserve their station in society.
Revolutionary power, on the
other hand, has no self-preservation instinct.
Nothing better describes the
nihilistic suicide mentality of
revolutionist doctrines than Sergey Nechayev’s 1869 manifesto,
“The Revolutionary Catechism.”
Nechayev hit the Russian
revolutionary circuit in the early
1860s. A self-educated former
house painter, Nechayev conned
the anarchist and utopian societies of St. Petersburg and the
secret police into believing he
was the leader of a 4 million
member revolutionary organization that extended from Lisbon
to Moscow. Nechayev died in
1882 in the Peter and Paul Fortress, after being convicted of
murdering a fellow student. His
career became the basis of Dostoyevsky’s “The Possessed.”
“The
Revolutionary
Catechism” describes the duties of
a revolutionary to himself, his
friends, society and the masses.
Nechayev argues the revolutionary must server emotional and
social bonds, focusing all energy
and activity on destroying society by any means necessary.
Revolutionaries should kill every
person that opposes the cause,
regardless of age, creed, color or
position in society. Conventional
morality and decency, along with
culture, religion and class, should
be destroyed because they are
obstacles to the overthrowing of

the government. Friends are cannon fodder, the revolutionary’s
own life is expendable and the
people’s suffering is intensified to
provoke them to insurrection.
Nechayev’s views were in 1869,
as they are today, were extreme.
But his words bear a lot of truth
about the nature of revolutionary
power. Revolution is a fleeting action. It is only devoted to usurping
an established social order. Once
it consummates power, the revolution no longer exists, because
it is now the established power.
The act of revolution destroys
the state and itself in one motion.
Because of its short life span, no
power is more dangerous in action than revolutionary power,
because its triumph is its termination. Therefore, revolutionaries
are always willing to die in the
service of their cause, because
they are conceptually dead as
soon as they succeed.
While the United States does
not have an underground revolutionary movement to draw any
attention—pot smoking anarchists aren’t 1917 Bolsheviks—,
there are certain sectors of the
political landscape that naturally
embrace aspects of Nechayev’s
revolutionary writing. The tea
party is a prime example of this.
Their lack of compromise and
stone walling in the fiscal cliff
talks at the end of 2012 indicate
they are willing to sacrifice the
economy in order to prove their
ideological points.
The funny thing about the tea
party is, they were all anti-establishment candidates in the 2010
midterm election. However, just
as I said about the revolutionary, as soon as they took office,
they became part of the establishment. Too bad their stone
walling antics has contributed to
one the most dysfunctional Congresses in American history.
Next week, I will continue my
study into the relationship between power and ideology.
Henry Culvyhouse can be
contacted at culvyhouse@
marshall.edu.

MCT CAMPUS

Column

Baseball is pushing back at cheating players
(MCT)
In the arcade game WhacA-Mole, players get points for
pounding a mole with a mallet
each time one pokes its head
from a hole. Whack away as
hard and as often as you want.
Your arm is likely to fall off or
you’ll run out of money before
the moles stop popping up.
Major League Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig must know
this feeling. Just weeks after
MLB announced groundbreaking extensive blood testing of
players for illegal use of human
growth hormone, the Miami
New Times this week broke a
story linking active MLB players, including Texas Rangers
outfielder Nelson Cruz and
New York Yankee Alex Rodriguez, with a now-defunct
clinic that allegedly specialized in providing banned

performance-enhancing substances to athletes. In its report,
the newspaper cites handwritten records of drug sales of
testosterone creams, IGF-1 and
human growth hormone in ledgers containing player names,
dates and alleged transactions.
Baseball still has a drug
problem, but this time, MLB
may be ahead of the headlines.
This season, Major League
Baseball and the players union
added random, in-season human
growth hormone blood testing.
In partnership with the World
Anti-Doping Agency, it’s establishing individual player baseline
testosterone profiles to allow
testers to detect unusual changes
in testosterone that might be
related to the use of an illegal
performance-enhancing drug.
We’ll leave it up to Major
League Baseball officials and
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federal authorities to decide
the guilt and punishment of
players implicated in the latest scandal; our preference
is for lengthy bans for those
caught cheating. Nonetheless,
baseball’s top leaders deserve
praise for finally engaging in
a technology arms race with
cheating players. Players will
continue to bend the rules
to achieve a competitive advantage that could pay off in
multimillion-dollar contracts
that can financially secure
several generations of a family for life. A recent Associated
Press report noted a record
$1.4 billion in sales of HGH
last year, apparently fueled by
illegal nonprescription uses.
Baseball is right to crack down
on substances that it deems
outside the lines of fair play. AllStar Game MVP Melky Cabrera,

Oakland Athletics pitcher Bartolo Colon and San Diego Padres
rookie catcher Yasmani Grandal
all tested positive for synthetic
testosterone and received 50game suspensions. Also, earlier
this year, voters for the Hall of
Fame decided that the specter
of illegal drug use loomed so
large that no player from baseball’s performance-enhancing
drug era deserved election into
the sport’s shrine.
Baseball knows it has a credibility problem. After much
foot-dragging between management and the players union,
all sides finally seem committed to cleaning up the sport,
something the other professional team sports can’t boast.
The Whac-A-Mole game
is far from over, but Major
League Baseball is no longer
ignoring reality.
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Recruits

Continued from Page 3

Josh Knight
WR, 6-1, 180
Fort Pierce, Fla.

Tony Pittman

Kent Turene

Decided on Marshall over offers from Cincinnati, Miami, Ole Miss,
Northern Illinois, Old Dominion, Purdue and Syracuse ... Gained
1,761 yards and scored 22 touchdowns in 241 carries during his
2012 senior season, as Phoebus went 12-1 and reached the Class
AAA, Division 5 regional finals round of the Virginia high school
playoffs ... All-Eastern Region second team pick by VirginiaPreps.
com ... Ran for 1,577 yards and 17 touchdowns as a junior, earning
All-Peninsula District honors in talent-rich Tidewater area.

Already enrolled at Marshall...Originally signed with
Georgia but was a member of the Herd's 2012 recruiting
class...Spent at prep season at Atlanta Sports Academy ...
As a Boyd Anderson High School senior, he also had offers
from Cal, UCF, Cincinnati, Florida, FAU, FIU, Kentucky, Louisville, LSU, Maryland, Minnesota, Ole Miss, Mississippi
State, Nebraska, North Carolina, Ohio State, Oklahoma
State, Purdue, South Carolina, South Florida, Tennessee,
Texas A&M, Texas Tech, USC, Wake Forest, West Virginia
and Western Kentucky ... Had 230 career tackles in high
school to go with 20 sacks, 4 interceptions and 8 forced
fumbles ... All-State first team selection.

LB, 6-3, 230
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

RB, 5-11, 200
Hampton, Va.

Chose Herd over Middle Tennessee State and Bowling Green
... Also had offers from Florida International, Georgia State, Marshall, Massachusetts, Memphis, USF, Western Kentucky and
Western Michigan...Finished his senior season with 29 catches for
383 yards and five touchdowns in nine games ... Had 29 catches
for 365 yards and six scores in 11 games as a junior ... Cobras completed their season with a third-round loss in the Class 7A state
playoffs to finish with an 11-1 record.

Tiquan Lang

Shykeem Pitts

Also offered by Jacksonville State and Georgia Southern ... Georgia Class 6A All-State first team selection ... Made 73 tackles and
three interceptions for Lowndes this season...He also rushed 15
times for 186 yards and two touchdowns and returned six punts
for 113 yards and five kickoffs for 201 yards, including a 98-yard
score.

Chose Marshall over an offer from Tennessee...One of the most
versatile players in the MU 2013 class; recruited as a defensive back
... Had 289 yards and seven touchdowns on 95 carries, plus 45 yards
on seven catches during a senior season in which he led his team
to a 9-3 record and the second round of the state playoffs ... Passed
for 339 yards and two scores, completing 21-of-38 passes with two
interceptions...On defense, had 10 tackles, six interceptions and one
forced fumble.

DB, 5-9, 174
Port St. Joe, Fla.

DB, 5-11, 175
Davenport, Fla.

Taj Letman
DB, 6-3, 195
Elberton, Ga.

Aaron Plantt

Already enrolled at Marshall...Has three seasons of eligibility remaining ... Signed Dec. 19, picking Marshall over Arizona, Baylor,
Charlotte, FIU, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana-Lafayette, Nebraska,
Oklahoma State, Purdue and South Alabama ... Did not play 2012
season, suffered a season-ending injury on the first day of preseason practice.

Deontay McManus

Already enrolled at Marshall...Chose the Herd over SMU from
a prep season at Atlanta Sports Academy, the same program that
produced Herd record-setting punter Tyler Williams and fellow
newcomers Corey Tindal and Kent Turene...Originally a Class of
2012 prospect, he originally signed with West Virginia after spurning offers from Alabama, Auburn, Clemson, Connecticut, Georgia,
Iowa, Marshall, Maryland, Michigan, NC State, Ohio State, Penn State,
Rutgers, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia.

Devon Smith
WR, 5-7, 150
White Plains, Md.

Already enrolled at Marshall...Transferred to Marshall last summer from Penn State and redshirted for the 2012 season; will be
senior in 2013 season. For Penn State, played 13 games in 2011
and caught 25 passes for 402 yards and two touchdowns and also
returned kicks. Was named the fastest athlete by Rivals in the country's entire recruiting class coming out of high school.

Boy Scouts

Continued from Page 2
Scouting if this goes through," said LeGrand, adding that the delayed decision
was "frustrating, disappointing because
we'd like closure. We'll probably go ahead
and plan in case it does go through."
Opponents of the ban were disappointed
Wednesday, but encouraged that it may finally be lifted in May.
Cheyton Jain, 18, became an Eagle Scout
last year as part of Santa Monica (Calif.)
Troop 2, which he said had benefited from

Drones

Continued from Page 2
Former U.S. officials say that, for a time,
the intelligence community considered every military-age male killed in a CIA drone
strike to have been a militant.
Brennan declined to explain how U.S.
authorities conclude that a militant is "associated" with al-Qaida or whether the

Continued from Page 2
"there's plenty of time in there
so if there is some disagreement" with lawmakers, "we can
get that resolved," he said.
The divide among lawmakers on the issue does not break
cleanly along partisan lines.
Lawmakers who represent rural
areas, who tend to be Republicans, generally have opposed

vox

Continued from Page 1
“We will be asking some
questions about students’ day,
‘what was the highlight of your
day?’ and even some provocative questions, ‘what turns you
on?’ to encourage openness
and honesty,” Meredith said.
In the past, VOX has registered nearly 80 people to vote
at the Voter Registration Drive,
they have hosted a screening of

Had offers from Western Michigan, Delaware and Liberty...Had
44 tackles, 10 pass breakups, three forced fumbles and one interception for Hallandale (6-4) in 2012. Wants to study sports
management.

Michael Selby
OL, 6-3, 280
Sandersville, Ga.

WR, 6-2, 220
Baltimore, Md.

Delivery

LB, 6-1, 202
Hallandale, Fla.

Chose the Herd over Mississippi State, Middle Tennessee and
Georgia Tech and Georgia State...Selby's blocking helped Washington County rush for more than 3,000 yards and pass for more
than 2,000 in 2012...His team went 12-1 with a Class 3A playoff
appearance ... Had 96 pancake blocks and 72 finishes and graded
at 89 percent.

Picked the Herd after narrowing his choices to Purdue,
Ole Miss and Marshall ... Also had offers from Missouri
and N.C. State ... From same high school as former Herd
RB Butchie Wallace ... Sidelined with a knee injury, Wilson
played in only two games and recorded 15 tackles this
season ... Palmetto State coaches picked him to participate in the annual Shrine Bowl, which pits the top seniors
from North Carolina and South Carolina in all-star game
... Recorded 39 tackles, intercepted six passes, recovered
two fumbles and scored two defensive touchdowns as a
junior in 2011 season.

Gerald Wright
OL, 6-3 320
Miami, Fla.

With the help of Wright's blocking, the Bulls amassed
3,660 total yards (1,465 passing and 2,195 rushing) this
year en route to a 9-3 record and Class 6A state playoff appearance ... Picked the Herd over offers from Florida State,
Florida A&M and Ole Miss ... Has versatility to play any of
the OL spots ... Wants to major in business, then attend
mortuary school.

Gary Thompson

Already enrolled at Marshall...Originally a member of the
Herd's 2012 recruiting class after signing with FIU in 2011...
Spent last season at the Atlanta Sports Academy ... As a senior,
he also had scholarship offers from Bowling Green, Buffalo,
Florida International, Maryland, Minnesota, New Mexico, New
Mexico State, Toledo, Western Kentucky and Western Michigan.
Played in Dade-Broward All-Star Game ... Had 20 tackles, 2 interceptions on defense and 1,300 yards on 187 carries in 15
touchdowns (total) as BAHA senior.

Already enrolled at Marshall. Was two-way starter who
led Helix (13-1) to the Division II state championship in
2011 ... Same school produced former Herd running back
Travon Van...As a defensive end, he made 55 tackles, including 18 for loss, and had 14 sacks and 23 quarterback
hurries...As a tight end, he had 10 catches, including three
for touchdowns ... Was second team All-State pick (multipurpose player).

CB, 5-10, 175
Lauderdale Lakes, Fla.

DE/LB, 6-3, 206
La Mesa, Calif.

that the spirit is working with them, and
that gay people are people like they are."
Opponents of the ban say that as public opinion shifts toward greater acceptance of gays
and lesbians, so will the Boy Scouts. They cited a
Quinnipiac University poll released Wednesday
that found 55 percent of those polled opposed
the ban and 33 percent supported it.
The Boy Scouts' 1,400-member national
council will take up the ban proposal at its
national meeting in May in Grapevine, Texas,
said Smith, the spokesman. Whatever its decision, the group is likely to be torn in months
to come as the debate plays out.

threat he poses is sufficiently "imminent" to
warrant being targeted for a missile strike.
Brennan said, without elaborating, that
those determinations are made on a "caseby-case basis" by intelligence professionals.
Senators are expected to press for more
detailed answers at Brennan's confirmation hearing, but they may be stymied
because the use of CIA drones for targeted
killing is highly classified, even though it is

widely discussed and debated.
Brennan's confirmation hearing comes
amid new scrutiny of the expanded use of
drones by the CIA and the military under
the Obama White House.
As keeper of the so-called kill list of
targets, Brennan has coordinated the
Pentagon and CIA efforts from the White
House, running high-level meetings about
potential lethal strikes.

the documentary “No Woman,
No Cry,” that was attended by
over 60 people and hosted a
“Super Sexy Honesty” table that
encouraged open conversation
about sexual health and birth
control.
Meredith said even though
the group did not form until last
semester, they did some successful events and they hope to
continue this semester.
Sarah Dyke can be contacted
at dyke6@marshall.edu.

DB, 5-10, 170
Myrtle Beach, S.C.

Corey Tindal

allowing gay members and the involvement of gay and lesbian parents — despite
the national ban.
Los Angeles City Councilman Bill Rosendahl said he hoped the Boy Scouts could
resist pressure from the Catholic and Mormon churches and lift the ban.
"I was a Life Scout, and as an elected official I have been giving out certificates to the
Boy Scouts in my district, and I point out as
I speak that I'm an openly gay man, and I'm
doing this because I believe in young people," he said, adding that he hoped Boy Scout
leaders "become enlightened and realize

service cutbacks. So have those
with strong backing from postal
labor unions, mostly Democrats.
Last year, the Senate approved
a bill that would have allowed
the postal service to end Saturday delivery after a two-year
period to evaluate the potential
impact. Similar legislation in the
House never came up for a vote.
Sen. Tom Carper, D-Del.,
the new chairman of the Senate Homeland Security and

De'Andre "Chocolate" Wilson

Government Affairs Committee, expressed concern that the
Postal Service’s unilateral announcement may complicate
his plans for overall reform.
But, he added, “It’s hard to
condemn the postmaster general for moving aggressively to
do what he believes he can and
must do to keep the lights on.”
Republican Sen. Susan Collins
of Maine, a co-author of the 2012
Senate bill, was more critical.

AFLV

Continued from Page 1
AFLV works toward educating and mending students and
professionals through many
services and events. AFLV
includes conferences and
institutes, resources for leadership, service experiences,
and many venues to help with
networking and connecting
with colleagues and peers
who are supportive of the idea
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She said that cutting service
should “be the last resort, not
the Postal Service’s first choice,”
and said the announcement is
“inconsistent with current law
and threatens to further jeopardize its customer base.”
Rep. Adrian Smith of Nebraska, who co-chairs the
House Rural Caucus, called on
Congress to find a solution that
would “not disproportionately
impact rural communities.”
of advancement in the fraternal movement.
“I attended last year and I
learned so much about being
on Panhellinic, my position
and how to better lead my
community,” Hackett said.
“During the sessions, I learned
information I still use a year
later and I am so excited to attend again this year.”
Courtney Dotson can be
contacted at dotson72@
marshall.edu.
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6. The cartoons

2. John Hughes movies

7. The movies

3. New wave music

8. MTV

4. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

9. Tetris

5. Lisa Frank

10. Reading Rainbow
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IN WINTER, AN ISOLATED
“EVENPATCH
OF SNOW HAS
A SPECIAL QUALITY.”
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ANDY GOLDWORTHY

CAB encourages students to ‘Laugh Out Loud’
By KIMBERLY SMITH

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University Campus Activity
Board hosted the second show of the Laugh
Out Loud Series, Tuesday night. Ben Moore
and Megan Gailey headlined the show.
Gailey said comedy was something she
always wanted to do, but never fully got involved until after college.
“I majored in theater and mass communications in college,” Gailey said. “Once
I graduated and got a job, I realized I
couldn’t be fun and silly like I wanted to,”
Gailey said.
For Ben Moore, it was a similar story.
“I did a show one night with comedians
from surrounding areas, and from then on
just kept going,” Moore said.
He said his favorite thing he does is having fun all the time. “A lot of people have
places where they can be silly and then they
have places where they have to be serious,
but I feel like there’s nowhere where I have
to be serious.”
Gailey and Moore are a part of Comedy
Caravan. Christina Caul-Jackson, coordinator for student involvement, said the CAB
books most of their comedians through
Comedy Caravan, which requires the comedians to travel.
“I want to convey to people that I have a
lot of fun with what I do, even if that means I
have to travel and not be able to settle down

and have a family at this time in my life,” Gailey said.
Moore said one has to be able to talk
about things that might offend people, because ultimately, people will learn to relax
and laugh at the joke.
“Usually you have a filter between your
thoughts and your mouth, but the less you
use that filter, the more money you make,”
Moore said.
The CAB’s goal in hosting shows and
events, such as the Laugh Out Series, is
to promote social, educational and entertainment needs of the MU community.
Caul-Jackson said Marshall looks to add a
comedy college to give students the opportunity to perform at open mics and interact
with others who are interested in pursuing
comedy.
“A big part of becoming a successful comedian is wanting it bad enough,” Moore
said. “I can remember being a kid, and if
I got people to laugh I’d remember it for
days, because being funny was important
to me.”
The CAB will host other events, including
more comedians for the Laugh Out Loud
Series. The next Laugh Out Loud event
will be at 7 p.m. on Feb. 19 in the Marcos,
located in the basement of the Memorial
Student Center.
Kimberly Smith can be contacted at
smith48@marshall.edu.

Comedians Ben Moore (right) and
Megan Gailey (above) perform in
Marcos Basement of the Memorial
Student Center Tuesday night.
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CAB CALENDAR OF EVENTS

11.

Laser Tag
6-8 p.m.
Marcos

22.

Ice Skating
7 p.m.

South Charleston

19.

12.

Fat Tuesday

11 a.m-1 p.m.

Laugh Out Loud

7 p.m.

MSC

Marcos

26.

25.
MU Movie Night

TBA

Express
Yourself
Coffeehouse
7 p.m.

Marcos

28.
Bowling
9:45 p.m.

Colonial Lanes

C

Send a message to your loved
ones for Valentine's Day!
The Parthenon will publish the best in our
Valentine’s edition Feb. 14!
SEND SUBMISSIONS TO PARTHENON@MARSHALL.EDU. DEADLINE IS FEB. 13.
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